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The topic of this presentation stems from text corpora collection and parser construction – nearly two decades – with the purpose of building a translation machine between the two Mordvin literary languages. This work has involved extensive finite-state morphophonological descriptions of the Erzya and Moksha languages at the lexical, morphological and syntactic levels. The work flow entails parsing texts and describing contextual criteria by which appropriate readings can be obtained for the morphology and syntax with an attempt to avoid manual coding wherever possible. During work on syntactic function recognition, it was observed that verbs of ingestion in causative constructions could have both a genitive direct object and what until then had been considered an ablative direct object.

As the partitive function was semantically the same in both base verbs and causatives, it was decided that an exhaustive list be made of ingestion verbs and that the inessive object also be taken into consideration. Previous work with the partitive function in Erzya proved to be less than adequate, as most work has been directed at the two languages simultaneously. This, in turn, has lent to the selection of mutual characteristics instead of seeking out equivalent constructions – alas the result have been superficial. Thus, we are motivated to clarify the functions and dependencies of the ablative and inessive for a better analysis of the Mordvin languages and their dialects.

The Erzya verbs of ingestion provide a sizable testing space for partitive function and the irresultative inessive object. Both are mentioned in Kolâdënkov’s list of direct object cases: nominative, genitive, ablative and inessive (see 1954: 47). The verbs of ingestion, ‘eat’, ‘drink’, ‘smoke’, ‘breathe’, etc. characteristically take a partitive-function object in the ablative, which is in alternation with the nominative-genitive object in base verbs. The inessive object occurs in causative constructions, where it is in complementary distribution with the genitive object marking the causee in synthetic causative predications, where an aspect alternation is observed: resultative vs irresultative. In the causative structures, the ablative constituent can also be present, leading to a dilemma of two separate constituents being called objects.

 Verbs of ingestion take a partitive-function ablative, observed in the fact that the predicated activity involves an indeterminate quantity of the object, see example 1. When the ablative constituent is definite the affected object retains this notion of non-determined quantity, see example 2.

(1) (Âkuškin, Sâtko 1992 №12:4) 
      śimśt́                lovso-do    dɪ      ĺiśśt́                 piŕev
     drink.Prt1.3Pl  milk-Abl    and   exit.Prt1.3Pl   garden.Lat
    ‘They drank some milk and went out into the garden.’

(2) (Kolomasov, Sâtko 1990 №3:22)
      tonś          tŕeskat                       lovso-do-ńt́,      tonś          pot́avtt
      2Sg.Refl  eat.voraciously.2Sg   milk-Abl-Def   2Sg.Refl   milk.Imp.2Sg
    ‘[since] you are the one drinking the milk, you milk [the cow] yourself’

When the quantity is determined through use of a mensural word, the nominative is used, and no ablative form is possible, see examples 3a–3b, note that the mensural word stakan ‘glass’ may precede or follow the non-count word. 

(3a) (Radin-Alovskij,  Pionerènʹ vajgelʹ 1973 №1:5)  (3b) (Kavkajkin,  1967 №4:11)
       Jura    śimś                   lovso  stakan.		  Vaśiĺij    śimś                   stakan   lovso.
       Jura    drink.Prt1.3Sg   milk   glass			  Vasilij    drink.Prt1.3Sg   glass     milk
    ‘Yura drank a glass of milk.’				  ‘Vasili drank a glass of milk.’

A simple nominative is also possible, see example 4 – sometimes larger contexts are needed, as this example seems to be a generalization.

(4) (Ardin,  Sâtko 1978 №3:80)
       śeste,  ojam                     śimt                  ton    lovso.
       then,   friend.Sg.Px1Sg  drink.Imp.2Sg  2Sg   milk
    ‘Then, my friend, drink milk.’

A definite object in an accomplishment sees the verb with subject-object marking and the direct object is in the definite genitive singular, see example 5.

(5)  (I. Bryžinskij,  Sâtko 1996 №1–2:9)
       Nujańźin  śimiźe                lovso-ńt́            dɪ...
       Nunazin   drink.3Sg>3Sg  milk-Gen.Def   and...
    ‘Nuyanzin drank the milk and ...’ 

Causative stuctures reveal the possibility of simultaneous causee direct objects and partitive adjuncts, see 6. 

(6) (A. Bryžinskij,  Sâtko 1990 №2:91)
ĺijaskineń          žo               śimd́i                     ašodońt́
Liyaskin.Gen    pcle.contr  give.to.drink.3Sg  white-Abl-Def
‘But he is giving Liyaskin some of the vodka to drink.’

(7a) (elicited)						(7a)
lomańt́ńe-ń               simd́it́                             lovsodo 	lomańt́ńe-se           simd́it́                             lovsodo 
person.Pl.Def-Gen   provide.with.drink.3Pl   milk-Abl	person.Pl.Def-Ine  provide.with.drink.3Pl   milk-Abl

(7b)
lomańt́ńeń               ejse       simd́it́                             lovsodo 
person.Pl.Def.Gen  Po.Ine   provide.with.drink.3Pl   milk-Abl
‘The people are being given milk to drink’

Elicited examples in (7a–7c) illustrate what appears to be dialect variation in nouns, where the direct object of an irresultative can be encoded with a genitive or inessive – in both instances the verb only has subject indexing. Inessive forms are seldom found in Sâtko publications, but they have been documented in fieldwork from language forms outside of the Republic of Mordovia.

Finally the verbs of ingestion are observed in passive constructions and in varied polarity, so as to discern further properties of the ablative adjunct and inessive object. 

We find that the ablative adjunct does not participate in passivization, but rather it can occur in passivized sentences, causative structures and non-causative in the same form throughout. This has raised the question as to what syntactic dependency this ablative-partitive actually has.
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